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1 Scope and Prioritisation  

Implementing an open and big data based mobility policy can potentially cover many different domains. Each 

of the areas demand different policy approaches (goals, objectives, strategies and actions), data sources and 

visualisations.  

The PoliVisu pilot cases will cover several of the domains below. Some of the pilot cases will include more than 

one of the content domains by for example visualising cross-domain relations. 

 

● Traffic safety management 

● Traffic congestion ANPR/Traffic modelling 

● Traffic violation management 

● Roadworks planning and management 

● Public transport planning, management and implementation 

● Smart parking policy implementation 

● Student mobility & housing 

● Location policy for mobility generators (shops, local distribution,...) 

 

Discussions in the project team and with the team of experts led us to the following conclusions: 

1. Experience from previous projects shows that the sustainability of a platform that implements a big 

system after completion of a project is very low.   

2. The detailed processes for policy making are very diverse and finding a common denominator would 

result in a process that is so high level, coarse and generic that no added value is introduced.  

3. The pilot cities do not consider such a system that would drive the individual steps of the end to end 

policy making system of added value 

 

A better way to bring the accomplishments of PoliVisu together is a lightweight website.  This will be a site 

that connects all systems and brings together the results from the project.  From hereon we call this the 

PoliVisu Toolbox.  An example of this is the GOV.UK open policy making toolkit1. 

Depending on the needs for the pilots, different tools, visualisations and software and processes will be 

implemented in the existing infrastructure of the cities.  

  

                                                           
1 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/open-policy-making-toolkit 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/open-policy-making-toolkit
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1.1 Scope 

  
Figure 1: Scope of PoliVisu vs Scope of PoliVisu Toolbox 

 

1.1.1 Policy Making in local administrations 

Since the detailed process of policy making is done differently in different municipalities in Europe, this part 

of the scope of Polivisu will be handled by providing a model for the Policy experimentation cycle as described 

in D3.2 “The PoliVisu Policy Making Model” and further in D3.5.  Although the PoliVisu Toolbox and the model 

will act as a supporting environment for policy making, there will be no software created for automating or 

simulating policy making.  

1.1.2 Polivisu Toolbox 

This toolbox provides functionality to Support Policy Making by registering problems needing policy work, 

policy goals, objectives,... Next to that, the resources like visualisations, tools, techniques and best practices 

can be stored that helped in creating the different entities.  The combination of the policy related entities and 

links to the resources is stored in the Policy Knowledgebase.  This allows other users working on similar policy 

goals to benefit of registered experience through the Discovery functionality as described in D4.1 as well as 

D4.2.   

1.1.3 Create and manage smart visualisations based on evidence 

An important aspect of the PoliVisu toolbox is the ability to use the available data and present it in a clear way 

to create a platform with the stakeholders in the policy making process. The PoliVisu toolbox will help in finding 

similar policy goals and the results of the policy making process.  
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Here, local administrations will create smart visualisations to guide the decision making.  For that, they need 

to perform a gap analysis on the existing data versus the needed data, envision the goal for the visualisation, 

select the best fitting technique and create the visualisation to create a common base  to support the policy. 

1.2 Prioritisation 

In Cycle 1, main focus will be on a Toolbox track and a Visualisations track. These tracks will be discussed in 

following chapters. 

2 Toolbox Track 

This track builds the Toolbox that ties all deliverables together. 

2.1 “Design Policy” Process flow 

The Policy Model as described in D3.5 is supported by the Toolbox.   

 

 
Figure 2: Key steps of the Policy Design Cycle 

 

 

Each step in the process is registered together with the artefacts produced.  Below process flow translates the 

steps from the Process Model, indicating which steps do have interaction with the Toolbox and which do not.  

For each step, the knowledge base helps by providing functionality to discover similar prior activity allowing 

users to ‘stand on the shoulders of giants’. 
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Figure 3: Policy Design Process 
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2.2 Knowledge base 

Below diagram depicts the different types of data that will be stored in the knowledge base.  The empty 

element in the middle connected with double arrows indicates instances of every type can reference instances 

of any other type. 

 
Figure 4: Types of data in the KnowledgeBase 

 

Following set of attributes will be available for every type of data.  They will be mandatory and stored as 

described by the Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT).2  More details on the meaning of the fields can be found on 

the official reference site. 

 

Name Example 

Title Defining the problem related to Student Housing 

Description Case worked out during project.... 

Issued 22/10/18 

Modified 23/10/18 

Identifier 

Proposal to use URL’s like in Inspire, see http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/registry. Perhaps 

use Wordpress URL? 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/re3gistry  

Landing page (main URL) www.gent.be/housingproblemstatement 

Keyword problem setting, Ghent, housing, students, big data 

Language English 

Spatial  Ghent 

Temporal 2018 

Contact Point Joe.sixpack@couch.com 

Table 1: Common Attributes 

                                                           
2 see https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/#class-dataset  

http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/registry
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/solution/re3gistry
http://www.gent.be/housingproblemstatement
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/#class-dataset
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Next to that, every item will also have following attributes: 

 

Name Example 

Image  

Additional Information additional information not fitting anywhere else 

Table 2: Additional Attributes 

2.2.1 Case Study 

What: Describes the story and experiences a policy maker had while doing policy making 

Example: Defining the problem related to Student Housing 

Additional Attributes 

● Challenges encountered 

● Stakeholders involved 

● Actions/steps: Describing HOW tools, techniques, data types were used were used  

● Lessons learned 

● Outcome/Impact 

● Links to data sets used,  described in metadata (Micka) (url) 

● Links to visualisation used (url) 

 

2.2.2 Policy Element 

What: Different entities created in policy process 

Example: Policy Goal: Reduce air pollution in city x 

Additional Attributes: see separate chapter on Policy Elements (3.3 Policy Elements) 

2.2.3 Dataset Type 

What: Types of data 

Examples: Cellular data, Indoor parking data 

Additional Attributes:  

● What does it allow to do 

● Main data elements (+ short description) 

● Link to data description or data model 

● License information 

2.2.4 Technique 

What: Technique used  

Examples: big data technique to extract student housing from cellular data + electricity bill, Survey technique 

to get feedback about a topic 

Additional attributes:  

● When best to use 
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● Stakeholders involved 

● Expected outcome 

● Review and rating: users that have used this review how useful this was for them, including star rating 

(like TripAdvisor) 

2.2.5 Software/Tool 

What: Software tool used 

Example: WebGLayer 

Additional attributes:  

● What does it enable 

● License 

● What visualisation does it support 

● Dependencies 

● Link to developer website 

● Link to product website 

● Review and rating: users that have used this review how useful this was for them, including star rating 

(like TripAdvisor) 

2.2.6 Visualisation Types 

What: Types of visualisations 

Examples: Heat map showing Traffic delay, Trend line for nr of accidents in time 

Additional Attributes:  

● Visualisation Type 

● When to use 

● How to read 

● Review and rating: users that have used this review how useful this was for them, including star rating 

(like TripAdvisor) 

2.2.7 Process 

What: FIXED description of the Policy Process as defined in D3.5 

Examples: Process Design, Problem Setting 

2.3 Policy elements  

In Cycle 1, we should define the data model and prove the design by populating it with some real world 

examples from the different cities. 

Using the Polivisu Policy Making Model, Policy makers are invited to register the different entities created 

during the process.  This is done in a well defined domain model.    
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Figure 5: Examples of Policy Elements 
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Below you find the current version of the entity relationship diagram (ERD).  

 
Figure 6: x Entity Relationship Diagram for Policy Elements 

 

 The definition of the entities is kept in the Polivisu Glossary3.  For easy reference they are copied here: 

 

(policy) Problem By problem in Polivisu we refer to policy-relevant problems considering that not all the 

problems experienced in mobility are such to require a policy intervention; policy-

relevant problems are those whose conditions asks for interventions which are 

overcoming routinary management actions. Usually policy-relevant mobility problems 

are those requiring: the creation of incentives for behavioural changes; developments 

of new norms and rules; implementation of information campaign to affect the public 

awareness; construction of new strategic mobility infrastructures. 

                                                           
3 see PoliVisu Glossary  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dSVqHN1UvUvvEvTK3b8xp-U897lyyPsz_ZvwpgXJihE/edit#gid=0
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(policy) Goal The goal of a policy is the policy purpose towards which the policy endeavour is 

directed; it is what you want to accomplish in the end and specifically depends on how 

a problem manifests itself in a context (e.g. reduce urban center congestion, reduce 

traffic related pollution,...). 

(policy) Objective The objective of a policy identifies the extent to which policy goals are to be achieved. 

Any objective is specific, measurable, and has a defined completion date. It represents 

the targeted scenario of the policy initiatives (e.g. Reduce road congestion by 25% in 10 

years in the entire municipal territory). 

(policy) Strategy A policy strategy is the broad approach identified to achieve the objective and therefore 

the goal. It represents one possible pathway (e.g. make public transport cheaper) 

towards the solution of the problem and can be implemented through different 

individual actions. 

(policy) Action A policy action is one measure to implement to achieve the policy goal in coherence 

with the identified strategy. It defines the operational change to be introduced in the 

context the policy is defined for (e.g. Introduce a Low Emission Zone -LEZ- or Reduce 

public parking in the city center). 

Table 3: Policy element definitions from Glossary 

2.4 Toolbox requirements 

2.4.1 Requirements for first phase 

These are the short term requirements to be implemented by December 2018 

Summary Additional info 

Technical analysis on how we can maximise exposure 

to PoliVisu content in external search engines 

- 

User can filter content by marking a location on a map DCAT structure allows articles to be spatially 

references. 

System will search and retrieve only matching 

(spatially) articles 

Administrator can review articles and decide to publish 

them or not 

- 

User can select data set types and link them to articles 

(case study, visualisation, ...) 

- 

Technical analysis how meta-data catalog information 

will be integrated in the Toolbox 

- 

User can select visualisation types to link to different 

articles (Case Study, ...) 

- 

User can search content by using a search box with 

free text search 

Start with the best possible free text search in 

Wordpress and see what it gives out of the box! 
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Toolbox - User can link an existing Policy Element 

article to a specific Case Study 

- 

User can select a specific policy process step to link to 

a specific Case Study 

This object can be pre-populated in the CMS 

Important is that the user can select the policy 

process steps in order to link them to a Case Study. 

User can add a policy element to the toolbox policy element has properties 

 * type - domain = [Problem, Goal, Objective, 

Strategy, Action] 

 * short description 

 * description 

 * comment 

Toolbox - User can add a Case Study article to the 

Toolbox 

Common attributes: see 3.2 in 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vYg0tyq7P

HUK5YaVB7UtCO2MNay_SZK5E2ebGQ0o5ZA/edit#

heading=h.1gti3vdl0dwq 

Specific attributes 

 * Challenges encountered 

 * Stakeholders involved 

 * Actions/steps: Describing HOW tools, techniques, 

data types were used were used 

 * Lessons learned 

 * Outcome/Impact 

 * Links to data sets used, described in metadata 

(Micka) 

 * Links to visualisation used 

Table 4: Toolbox requirements for first phase 

2.4.2 List of non-prioritised and further to-be-analysed requirements 

These requirements will be used as a basis for populating more detailed, prioritised requirements in Jira. 

 

Nr Short description 

F1 Registered users with the author role can create a new (topic) template in the toolbox 

by clicking the "add template" button 

F2 Registered users with the author role can add new topics (content) for each template 

by clicking the "new <topic>" button 

F3 Registered users with the author role can add values for each property by entering 

text in a free text field 

F4 Registered users with the author role can add a new property to an existing (topic) 

template by clicking the "add property" button 

F5 Registered users with the author role can add an image 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vYg0tyq7PHUK5YaVB7UtCO2MNay_SZK5E2ebGQ0o5ZA/edit#heading=h.1gti3vdl0dwq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vYg0tyq7PHUK5YaVB7UtCO2MNay_SZK5E2ebGQ0o5ZA/edit#heading=h.1gti3vdl0dwq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vYg0tyq7PHUK5YaVB7UtCO2MNay_SZK5E2ebGQ0o5ZA/edit#heading=h.1gti3vdl0dwq
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vYg0tyq7PHUK5YaVB7UtCO2MNay_SZK5E2ebGQ0o5ZA/edit#heading=h.1gti3vdl0dwq
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F6 Registered users with the author role can change the template properties by 

renaming them 

F7 Registered users with the author role can remove a template property by clicking the 

"remove property" button 

F8 Registered users with the author role can link an instance of any topic to existing 

topics by clicking the "relates to" button 

F9 Registered users with the author role can link a topic to a newly created topic by 

selecting the "create new" option in the "relates to" dropdown 

F10 User can change the field validation (mandatory) for template properties by clicking 

the "change property" button 

F11 A user can add a tag to a topic by clicking the "add tag" button and selecting an 

existing tag from the dropdown list 

F12 A user can add a new (previously non existing) tag to a topic by clicking the "new tag" 

option in the dropdown list 

F13 A user can indicate that two topics in different languages are related by using the 

"relates to" button 

F14 The user can search other language content by using English terms in the user 

interface 

F15 User can search for topics by typing free text in the search box 

F16 Individual users will be identified by assigned (internal) user name and by email 

address 

F17 Individual users will have 'public' name that will be displayed with templates and 

comments that they post. Individual users should be able to change their 'public' 

name at any time and this would be reflected in all future displays of their content. 

F18 Functionality available to an individual user should be controlled by Role-Based 

Access Control. Roles should include "create/edit own template", "create/edit another 

user's template", "publish/delete template", "comment on a template", "moderate 

comment" and "create/edit/delete user", "site administrator" 

F19 Users should be able to change their password. The system should give feedback on 

password strength/complexity 

F20 Users who are authors of articles should be able to select whether or not to receive 

an email when their article is published and/or when a comment is made on their 

article. 

F21 Site administrator(s) should be able to select whether or not to receive an email when 

an article is published and/or when a comment is made. 

F22 Site administrator(s) should be able to select whether or not comments may be made 

on an article, and to set a default for articles 

F23 When comments are enabled, registered users with the commenter role should be 

able to make comments that will be published without pre-moderation 

F24 When comments are enabled, non-registered users should be able to make 

comments. These will be queued for moderation and only published once approved. 
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F25 Comments from non-registered users should be automatically scanned by an anti-

spam service before being placed on the moderation queue. Suspected spam should 

be placed into a separate spam queue. Suspected spam should be automatically 

deleted after a set number of days set by the site administrator. 

F26 Users with the comment moderation role should be able to inspect the moderation 

queue, choose which comments to review, and edit, approve or reject individual 

comments. Comments should remain on the queue until approved or rejected, but 

should be automatically deleted if they have not been approved or rejected within a 

set number of days set by the site administrator. 

F27 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to 'character' format the text including font (from a limited selection), 

font size, italic/bold/underline/strikethrough 

F28 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to 'line' format the text including bulleted lists, numbered lists, 

indented text, quotations, line spacing 

F29 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to edit or add a number of levels of headings. Heading levels should 

be reflected in appropriate <H> tags in the generated HTML 

F30 When creating/editing articles (templates) users should be able to copy-paste text 

from Google Docs, Microsoft Word and other rich text sources with preservation of 

formating. 

F31 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to use a What You See Is What You Get editor. There should be a 

spelling check to assist the author. 

F32 The display of articles (templates) should automatically adapt to the nature of the 

user's device (eg desktop, tablet, phone) to optimise the user's experience. This 

should include the formatting of text (such as line size), the resizing of images, and 

the handling of menus. 

F33 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to include image(s) in the article. The author should be able to select 

the way that each image is "wrapped round". 

F34 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to include video(s) in the article. Videos may be uploaded or included 

by reference (eg URL). Each video should initially be displayed as an image with a 

'play' button. When the play button is pushed the video should play in the image box, 

and the browsing users should be able to full-screen the video. 

F35 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to include Youtube video(s) in the article by reference. The system 

should automatically build a suitable display box from the Youtube URL. Each 

Youtube video should initially be displayed as an image with a 'play' button. When the 

play button is pushed the video should play in the image box, and the browsing users 

should be able to full-screen the video (this is intended to specify the usual default 

behaviour of an embedded Youtube video) 
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F36 When creating/editing articles (templates) Registered users with the author role 

should be able to include audio recording(s) in the article. Each audio recording 

should initially be displayed as an image with a 'play' button. There should be a 

default audio image, but the author should be able to select or upload an alternative 

or a custom image. When the play button is pushed the audio recording should play 

in the image box. There should be appropriate audio controls including play/pause, 

fast forward, and fast backward. 

F37 The site administrator should be able to add or remove "announcements" on the 

public view of the site, below the masthead but above any articles (templates). 

Announcements should be highlighted. Announcements should be schedulable by 

allowing the site administrator to specify the time that they should first appear and/or 

the time that they should last appear. 

F38 Registered users with the publishing role should be able to schedule the publication 

of an article (template) for a date and time in the future. 

F39 Registered users with the publishing role should be able to create and edit snippets 

that would be posted on one or more popular social media channels (Twitter, 

Facebook etc) when a new article (template) is published. A default text of the title of 

the article (template) and a shortened URL to the article should be generated for 

review. 

F40 When authoring an article (template) Registered users with the author role should be 

able to find other articles (templates) by text search and to automatically generate 

links to them within the current article (template) 

F41 Authors should be able to attach digital assets to an article (template) such as PDF 

files, Microsoft Office files, image collections etc. 

F101 The public view and navigation of the site should be based on the Balsamiq mockup 

produced by 21C. 

F102 The public view of a page should include a "breadcrumb" trail 

F103 The public view of a page should have a permanent URL so it can be shared and 

reused to generate the same page 

F104 In a public view of a list (eg a specific category) the list should be order by most 

recent published (normal default), most relevant, most viewed or most commented 

upon at the selection of the viewing user. 

F105 In a public view of a list (eg a specific category) each list entry should include a short 

extract from the article. This should be given by the author of the article, or by default 

be the first N words where N is configurable by the site administrator. 

F106 In the public view of an article, the list of attached digital assets should be displayed 

with appropriate icons for common file types. If clicked the digital asset should open 

on the public user's window or be downloaded depending on the user's choice and 

browser capability/policy (ie correct MIME type should be supplied) 

Table 5: Future toolbox requirements 
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2.5 Mocks  

Wireframes and content for the Toolbox will be presented in D8.4 Toolbox Deliverable due December 2018.  

Initial mock-ups are shown below. These will be used to help the PoliVisu integrator/developer build the 

toolbox.  The integrator will apply user interface design to the final version.  The latest version of the mock 

can be found online4. 

 
Figure 7: Mock for Toolbox ‘Home’ Page 

                                                           
4 see https://balsamiq.cloud/slcpokt/pcox1pa/r70A8  

https://balsamiq.cloud/slcpokt/pcox1pa/r70A8
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Figure 8: Mock for Toolbox ‘Make Better Policy Using Visualisations’ Page 

 
Figure 9: Mock for Toolbox 'Explore What Others Are Doing' Page 

Figure x: Toolbox mocks 
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3 Visualization Track 

The description of this track starts with a recap of the needs for the different pilots. Then the methodology 

that is used to go from the policy needs towards crisp and to-the-point visualisations is described. When 

defining the visualisations, we identified common needs for visualisation tools and identified visualisations 

shared between the different pilots. These tools and visualisations are described next. 

3.1 Visualisation needs for pilots 

3.1.1 Issy-les-Moulineaux 

As reported in Pilot scenarios5, Issy is working around two scenarios strictly related to important roadworks in 

the city and the whole region for the construction of an automated metro. This huge project in the medium 

and short term creates a need to update the mobility policies to tackle the current and future roadworks to 

stimulate users to change the behaviours around mobility.  

 

As a result of the different activities done in the first iteration of the project, Issy works on a strategy focussing 

on 3 aspects:  

● Communication, work out campaigns based on data visualisations and based on real facts show the 

advantages of alternative transport modes using positive messages; 

● Urbanism, evaluate policies to evaluate the impact on traffic. This includes improving existing and 

design new policies; 

● Data, to establish a valuable collaboration with local companies around mobility data to improve 

services.  

 

The initially defined visualisation requirements were: 

● A map of the past traffic in the Issy region; 

● A map showing the match between the past traffic and roadworks; 

● A map visualising real time traffic; 

● A map about alternative transport means (to be better defined with users). 

 

In the first iteration, we will focus on traffic, the fine-tuned visualisation goals are: 

● Show how much time a traveller loses on road segments in Issy compared to the ideal situation (no 

traffic) for specific periods and timings; 

● Show a list of road segments ordered by “Total time lost over a workweek” for a specific week; 

● Show current/actual “Time lost” per road segment. 

 

As reported by users in the first iteration, this will need to be matched with other transport modes (e.g.  how 

many trips in carpooling, how many parking payed in some areas, bus usage,...).  As most of the other 

transports data is still collected, this will be developed later. 

 

This is the first step to move to the 3 objectives.  The effectiveness of the visualisations will be confirmed 

during the following iterations, expectation is they will at least participate in: 

 

                                                           
5 D6.1 Pilots Scenarios 
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● Communication, the responsible people work on the insights and obtain useful information about the 

time lost in traffic by users and will use the visualisation and the insights to inform the population; 

● Urbanism, public servants would obtain insights about the real situation of traffic, making possible to 

work with their colleagues responsible on the field in other public authorities on the same base and 

on the same information. This would help to solve two of the biggest issues detected: public 

authorities working too much “in silo” and the need of clear insights about the data.  

 

3.1.2 Pilsen 

The city of Pilsen is planning essential roadworks during the coming years which will have significant impact 

on city life and transport. The city representatives need a tool to predict the impact of changes in transport 

infrastructure, roadworks and other events to the city traffic. 

All Pilsen scenarios are about mobility and how different roadworks, changes in transport infrastructure and 

events can or may have an impact on the current and future traffic situation.  

 

All scenarios of the city of Pilsen are related to map visualisation of the traffic in the city and as a result of the 

different activities done in the first iteration of the project, Pilsen defined following visualisations:  

● A map visualising traffic volume (past, actual, predicted); 

● a map visualising traffic accidents; 

● a map visualising planned roadworks; 

● a map simulation of traffic constraint in traffic model; 

● a map simulation and experimentation of the changing traffic attributes in traffic model. 

 

In the first version of the visualisations we will focus initially on  

● Design the functionality of future applications in terms of functionality and appearance;  

● needed data, they  will be defined, whether they are available, and whether they can be processed, 

● improving the transport model; 

● presentation of Heatmap technology. 

 

According to definitions and possibilities obtained from the technical partners, two visualisation tools will be 

used:  

● HSLayers - web mapping library used for web map application presenting data from traffic sensors and 

predicted traffic model (and other layers); 

● WebGLayer - visualization library used for web map visualisation via heatmaps from aggregated 

historical traffic data. 

 

In the second iteration phase first versions of visualizations and developed tools will be tested. 

 

Also visualisations will be discussed during the following iterations. We will focus on: 

● Combining datasets from traffic sensor and predicted traffic model to visualise traffic volume; 

● visualising the increase/decrease in traffic volume between two moments in time. 
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3.1.3 Ghent 

In Ghent, the main focus of the pilot activities is about the hidden student population. The city has no 

knowledge of the living places of this non-registered population, which means it is very difficult to even 

estimate what the impact of this students is on various policy topics in the city. For example, the impact of 

student housing on the housing market can not be ignored, as the prices are getting way too high for regular 

families in Ghent. This is why Ghent wants to investigate where these student houses are located in the first 

iterations. Once we have a clear view on where this hidden population stays overnight, we can start looking 

at the other policy domains on which students have a big impact, being mobility and economy.  

 

For the first iteration(s) Ghent defined only one visualisation, being a visualisation that shows the number of 

students living in Ghent per equally sized area. This visualisation should also function as a starting point for 

the following iterations during the project.  

 

For the next iteration, when Ghent focuses more on student mobility, we provisionally defined a possible 

visualisation, being a map on which we can track the movements between the student living spaces (for which 

we need the first visualization) and the educational hubs for each hour of the day.  

3.1.4 Mechelen 

The city of Mechelen has the ambition to grow as an important city between the two most densely populated 

Belgian conurbations Brussels and Antwerp. The city has the ambition to grow towards 100.000 inhabitants in 

the future. 

Traffic congestion and road safety are two major concerns, especially concerning the ambition to promote 

cycling and walking in the city. 

The visualisations should also allow measuring the effect of innovative traffic safety measures like the 

monitoring of overspeeding by trajectory control in relation to traffic accidents.   

For this pilot, discussions related to detailing out the visualisation goals still need to take place, so more details 

about the visualisations will come in future iterations. 

In an initial meeting with people from the city, following mock was used, showing traffic information 

together with ANPR cameras and relevant POI’s. 

 
Figure 10: Mock for discussion in Mechelen 
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3.1.5 Kortrijk - “Use of Big Data to detect Parking behaviours“ 

The Kortrijk pilot will focus mainly on parking management. In Kortrijk, more than 1000 on-street parking spots 

are equipped with a sensor, which registers the status of the parking places. Besides the 1000 on-street parking 

sensors also open and live data is available of all the important public parking garages and terrains. 

 

In the city centre, it is only allowed to park your car for maximum half an hour on approximately 1000 so called 

‘shop & go’ parking spots, this is monitored by parking sensors.  Similar sensors can be used to monitor the 

behaviour on a statistically relevant sample to evaluate the current parking policy and the effect of measures 

to update the policy. 

 

Currently, there is already a management interface to handle the day to day activities around the sensors 

(maintenance, installation, enforcement,...). 

 
Figure 11: Managing Shop and Go spots 

 

 

During the next phase of PoliVisu, policy goals will be defined, triggering visualisation goals and finally 

visualisations with the Kortrijk stakeholders.  As of yet, no tangible output has been generated. 

 

3.1.6 Flanders Region Pilot 

The goal of the Flanders pilot is to visualize a relevant (open) and (big) mobility policy related dataset at 

regional level by combining different data sources. The visualisations are related to traffic safety, traffic 

management, etc. A first visualisation will be a traffic accident heatmap which will be comparable with the 

Pilsen traffic accident map. This will result in the “Traffic Accident Heatmap” that will be described in detail 

below. 
Next steps are to include information about ANPR cameras, speed control zones, trajectory speed control, etc. 
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3.2 Methodology 

Visualisation in the context of PoliVisu should be considered as visualisation in the broadest sense. This is also 

the way it has been considered in previous project deliverables like D3.4 and D4.1. So, visualisation means the 

strict visualisation as an encoding of information (model, data) but also the application in which visualisations 

are used as an integral and important part (visualisation-centric application). In other words the visualisation 

track covers both the functional design of the visualisations like maps, charts and graphs as well as the user 

interface that allows the users to interact with these visualisations and the encoded information. 

 

In our search to design visualisations and visualisation tools in support of policy making, we have introduced 

a methodology focused around visualisation goals. Our methodology and the associated terminology is largely 

inspired by Designing Data Visualizations6 by Noah Iliinsky and Julie Steele.  

 

The main drivers to introduce and follow this methodology are: 

1. To ensure that we yield meaningful results for actual policy needs and questions which can be realised 

by aligning specific visualisation goals to policy goals; 

2. to define visualisations that fulfill these visualisation goals; 

3. to generate concrete functional specifications for tools that can generate these visualisations; 

4. to identify common requirements, synergies and overlaps in required visualisations and functional 

specifications for visualisation tools. 

 

In PoliVisu we apply this methodology as follows and as documented in table 6.  

 

3.2.1 Identify Policy Elements 

First, we start from clearly defined policy needs, goals and objectives, commonly referred to as the policy 

elements. These are the entities from the policy domain model that require information. This requirement can 

be for policy agenda setting, for policy design, for evaluating different options, for persuading policy makers 

or the public, etc. 

The policy elements were initially defined at the start of the project and are documented in more detail in 

D3.5 The PoliVisu Policy Making Model (second draft). 

 

3.2.2 Define Visualisation Goal 

Then, we formulate specific visualisation goals. At this stage we avoid references to implementations and 

visualisation techniques but rather focus on what information the visualisation should provide and what 

knowledge is there to be gained, rather than how the visualisation will provide it. The visualisation goal defines 

what knowledge  is displayed not how it is structured. 

During the consortium meeting in Antwerp (September 2018) we organised a workshop with the pilots to 

explain the methodology and to formulate the specific visualisation goals. The following guiding questions are 

used: 

● What information need does it fulfil?  

● What values and data dimensions are relevant in this context?  

                                                           
6 Designing Data Visualizations by Noah Iliinsky and Julie Steele (O’Reilly). © 2011 Julie Steele and Noah Iliinsky, 978-1-

449-31228-2. 
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● What relationships need to be communicated?  

● What action will be taken if the information need is met? 

● What is the intent of the visualisation (informative or persuasive)? 

● What is the targeted audience of the visualisation (experts, public, policy makers)? 

 

3.2.3 Data Analysis 

In parallel we investigate the data (and data dimensions) that are required to meet those visualisation goals.  

What is the shape of the data? What are the main data fields (or dimensions) that need to be visualised? 

During data analysis we consider the values, the relationships and structures of the data and want to 

understand what kind of data it is (e.g. time series, hierarchical, ordinal, categorical, discrete or continuous), 

the granularity of the data, the data distribution, etc.  

 

3.2.4 Select Visualisation Techniques 

Next, after understanding the shape of the data, we analyse which visualisation techniques are best suited to 

encode the key data dimensions. Certain visualisation techniques (encodings) are better suited for certain 

types of data than others. For example if your data is “ordered” one should use a visualisation technique like 

the position (on an axis), the size (of a circle) or the length (of a bar) because the human brain can decode 

them as “ordered”.  Using color to represent ordered data is not advisable because color is not naturally 

ordered in the brain (red is not higher than yellow, or pink does not come before green). The following table 

provides good guidance to select the right visualisation encoding technique for different types of data.   
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Figure 12: Selecting appropriate visualisation techniques7 

 

3.2.5 Define Functional specifications 

If applicable, we also specify the functionality required for the user to interact with the visualisation (tools). 

This is mainly valid for those data visualisations that will be used for exploratory explanation.  

Exploration versus Explanation 

 
Iliinsky mentions 3 uses for data visualisations in his book: exploration, explanation and exploratory 
explanation.  
Exploration - during the data analysis phase we use tools and visualisations to unravel and explore the 
data. These data visualisations help you discover the story inside the data. 
Explanation - data visualisations that are used to tell the story to others. They explain and transfer 
information during the presentation phase. 
Exploratory explanation - this is a hybrid data visualisation that uses prepared data for which the story is 
largely known, but which allows the reader (user) to interact with and explore the data to discover new 
insights. Interaction typically happens through some graphical user interface allowing the user to change 
certain parameters and filter and select data. 
 

                                                           
7 see http://complexdiagrams.com/properties 

http://complexdiagrams.com/properties
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In PoliVisu we mainly consider the explanation and exploratory explanation data visualisation types, 
because they are relevant in the context of providing information and evidence for the policy making 
process.  
 
Exploration on the other hand plays an important role in the data analysis and data science phase and is as 
such important in the problem setting phase. Many existing visualisation and analysis tools will be used to 
explore the available (big) data. 
 

 

In coherence with the distinction made in Deliverable 3.5 about “evidence for” and “evidence about” the 

policy, it is clear that: exploratory is a type of visualization that better fits for “evidence for” and can be 

evidently be adopted in Policy Design and Policy Evaluation; the explanation type shows a better coherence 

with the “evidence about” and appears crucial in the communication and public debate activities especially 

related to Policy Design, and Policy Implementation; the exploration explanation types of visualization, being 

hybrid, can be transversally suitable for all the Policy Making cycles (design, implementation and evaluation). 

 

3.2.6 Specify Visualisations and Tools 

Finally we can then define a set of visualisations that will meet the predetermined visualisation goals. They 

will provide the necessary information and possibly the functionality to interact with the data to explore and 

gain new insights. 

 

Visualisations and tools will be specified by means of mockups and functional specifications in the form of user 

stories. 

 

Different policy goals in different pilots might require similar information, that can be provided by similar 

visualisations. So the intention of PoliVisu is also to start identifying visualisation tools that can be reused 

efficiently in different pilots. In this context this document will also provide an outline of requirements and 

(not so functional) specifications which will allow (1) the integration of visualisation tools in different pilot 

applications and (2) the use of slightly different data sets without the need for programming or developer 

interventions. 

  

Below table describes the visualisation goals for the different pilots that have been worked on in the 

different steps in the methodology.  Next chapters will first describe the requirements for the common 

Visualisation Tools and next for the Visualisations (see column of the same name). 
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Table 6: Tool to design visualisations8 

 

  

                                                           
8 Source for this table 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1wyL33qqegTRcJgIHEwuJ9RkPJ0lOZLUvdVea6rLIaxI/edit#gid=0
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3.3 Analysis for Visualisation Tools 

3.3.1 WebGLayer Line Map 

The tool allows to visualise aggregated linear data and analyse it for trends and patterns using interactive 

filtering through charts of different types and through map selection (exploratory explanation). It can be used 

for a spatial and temporal analysis of any linear (or other vector-based) data such as traffic intensity or traffic 

flow on road segments. 

 

 
Figure 13: Mockup of Traffic Intensity Application 
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3.3.2 WebGLayer Point Map 

The tool allows to visualise aggregated point data and analyse it for trends and patterns using interactive 

filtering through charts, checkboxes and area selection from the map (exploratory explanation). It can be used 

for a spatial and temporal analysis of any point data such as traffic accidents, criminality records or incidents 

recorded by the police. 

 

 
Figure 14: Mockup of Traffic Accidents Application 

 

3.3.3 HSLayers line map 

HSLayers NG is a web mapping library providing both the display of data through viewing services like WMS 

and custom visualization of vector based layers. HSLayers is build on the reliable Openlayers web mapping 

library with multiple components to build application user interface (GUI) including different layer managers, 

a composition browser, an OGC services manager, a vector layer styling component or possibilities to share a 

map. All of these components are highly customizable for specific needs of each application. Also all standard 

basic web-gis operations and features are supported (map zoom, map pan, scaleline, feature info if layer 

supports it, layer metadata). 

 

As for vector layer visualization itself it is possible to use basic rendering by OpenLayers (for lines you can set 

stroke width, stroke color and stroke style - dash, corners and joins). All these styles can be calculated 

dynamically based on styling function and feature data. Due to modular nature of both HSLayers and 

Openlayers it is also possible to create more specific visualizations and add functional extensions to meet 

specific applications needs and use cases. Another feature of HSLayers is to display spatial layers throughout 

time with temporal WMS service. With this feature you can observe and inspect each feature evolution.    
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Figure 15: HSLayers 

 

 

Requirements for next releases: 

 

The HSLayers application will also be used as the frontend for the Spark Traffic Modeler (dynamic and online 

traffic model engine). The tool will be extended to support the following functional specifications: 

● User can select a specific view on future (modeled) data by select clicking a date in a calendar widget 

● User can select a specific view on historical data by select clicking a date in a calendar widget 

● User can select current data by select clicking on a button or on the current date in a calendar widget 

● User can add second calendar widget to compare traffic volumes at various time slots 

● User can add/change geometry and attributes of road segments in traffic model. 

● User can see list of traffic obstructions happening in selecting time windows. 

● User can add/change traffic generators. 

● User can add/change traffic obstructions. 

● Admin can create/add new user. 

● Admin can assign and remove user roles (admin, city manager) 

● City manager can save created traffic obstructions and model possible traffic influence for future 

examination/sharing etc. 

● City manager can add/change new traffic obstructions and model possible traffic influence 

 

3.4 Analysis for Visualisations 

3.4.1 Delay due to Traffic Map for Issy 

3.4.1.1 Visualisation Goal 
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Show how much time a traveller loses on road segments in Issy compared to the ideal situation (no traffic) for 

specific periods and timings. 

3.4.1.2 Data Preparation 

This visualisation will be built on the MediaMobile data.  This is data coming from various sources9, such as 

floating car data, official sources and crowdsourced data.  

 

The information that needs to be displayed is the portion of travel time that is added to the travel time if there 

would not be traffic.  To achieve this, there are a couple of things that need to be available for each segment: 

● travel time without traffic: this can be calculated from the data by taking the average travel time e.g. 

at midnight.  If we have speed limit data available, we should correct with the speed limit: either adjust 

the average time to the time when driving at the maximum speed (so use the minimum of speed limit 

and calculated speed) or filter out the individual data from cars that were speeding.  The latter is more 

accurate, we need to check with the data supplier and technical partner(s) whether this is feasible. 

● travel time at the time that is under investigation 

 

The color of the segments needs to indicate extra travel time, so the proposal is to calculate relative extra 

travel time : (travel time at moment X - travel time without traffic) / travel time without traffic. 

 

  

                                                           
9 see http://www.mediamobile.com/index.php/en/our-sources  

http://www.mediamobile.com/index.php/en/our-sources
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3.4.1.3 Visualisation description 

This is a visualisation based on the WebGLayer Line Map.  The color of the lines is defined by above calculated 

relative extra travel time. 

 

 
Figure 16: Delay Due to Traffic Map 

For now, no extra functionality is needed. 

 

3.4.2 Traffic Accident Heatmap for Flanders 

3.4.2.1 Visualisation Goal 

Show locations where accidents happened in Flanders in the last 5 years.  For the accidents show information 

relevant to find black spots due to the infrastructure. 

3.4.2.2 Data Preparation 

This visualisation is built on the accident data from the Belgian Federal Police.  

The data for the first version of the visualisation only contained information about the accident itself and its 

most relevant characteristics (e.g. location, time, type of accident, identification number). The new data model 

also contains information about (1) persons involved in the accident (e.g. type of injuries, type of road user 

(e.g. cyclist, pedestrian)), (2) aggravating circumstances at hand that may have led to the accident (e.g. 

speeding, alcohol), (3) and whether or not the road and/or traffic conditions played a role during the accident. 
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As such, the data are able to provide a more comprehensive understanding of each accident enabling better 

decision making. After simplifying the data, the resulting attributes can be found below 

ATTRIBUTE INFO 

ID Unique identifier for each accident 

AccidentType Type of accident (e.g. 1 = accident with physical damage) 

Date Date 

Time Time 

Weekend Specification of which day or night of the week 

WeatherConditions Weather conditions 

LightingConditions Lighting conditions 

RoadConditions Road conditions 

Urban 1 = within urban area, 2 = outside urban area 

Local Relevant local characteristics 

x_coord Lambert 72 coordinates 

y_coord Lambert 72 coordinates 

GeoType Type of geocoding at hand 

Pedestrian (Nature of) road user is pedestrian (yes/no) 

Bicycle (Nature of) road user is cyclist (yes/no) 

Moped (Nature of) road user is moped rider (yes/no) 

Motorcycle (Nature of) road user is motorcyclist (yes/no) 
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SlightlyInjured Physical consequences of accident: person was slightly injured (yes/no) 

BadlyInjured Physical consequences of accident: person was badly injured (yes/no) 

Deceased Physical consequences of accident: person died (yes/no) 

TrafficConditions Indication whether road and/or traffic conditions were the cause of the 

accident (yes/no) 

Alcohol Aggravating circumstance: under influence of alcohol (yes/no) 

Drugs Aggravating circumstance: under influence of drugs or medication (yes/no) 

Speeding Aggravating circumstance: excessive speed (yes/no) 

Table 7: Accident Heatmap attributes 

  

The accident spots are geocoded based using the CRAB (Centraal ReferentieAddressenBestand, i.e. a central 

reference database for addresses) of the Flemish government. The result is a point-based localisation on the 

centre of the lot linked to the address. In a next step, this point location is projected perpendicularly on the 

proper street segment. In this way, the record can be pinpointed almost exactly where the accident took place. 

 

3.4.2.3 Visualisation description 

The app provides an analytical map of approx .70.000 traffic accidents that happened from 2014 to 2018 in 

Flanders, Belgium. User will be able to analyse the data and discover the hotspots of traffic accidents by 

filtering in barcharts and checkboxes or by ‘Selecting Area’ directly in the map. The 'Accidents' layer can be 

activated to consult details of a single accident. 
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Figure 17: Traffic Accident Heatmap Flanders 

 

3.4.3 Live Traffic Volume map for Pilsen  

3.4.3.1 Visualisation Goal 

Map visualizations will ensure these Goals: 

● Show actual level of traffic volume for each road segment (with traffic sensor) 

● Show predicted level of traffic volume for each road segment 

● Show historical state of traffic situation 
 

3.4.3.2 Data Preparation 

The cornerstone of project is a calibrated traffic model and data from traffic sensors (data measured from 

sensors located underneath the road segments). More about traffic model you can find in D5.1. 

3.4.3.3 Visualisation description 

User can choose the date and hour in calendar and the map will display via the visualisation the traffic situation 

in the city according this date: 

● Defaut map window will display actual traffic situation in the city according to data from traffic 

sensors. 

● When user will choose the date in the past, the map will display traffic volume map from traffic 

sensors.  

● In the future date the map will display predicted traffic model calculated from street network, traffic 

generators etc. and according the planned roadworks.  

 

The color of the road segment is defined by the traffic volume. There will be 5 levels of traffic volume according 

to the standards in traffic. Each road segment will also display number of cars per hour (see figure). 
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The map window will contain street net, city plan or satellite map and other layer defined in next chapters 

(roadworks, traffic incidents). 

Prototype of HSLayer line map has been released and published: https://intenzitadopravy.plzen.eu  

 
Figure 18: Visualisation of traffic volume via flow line map 

 

3.4.4 Traffic Volume Delta Map for Pilsen 

3.4.4.1 Visualisation Goal 

Compare the increase/decrease in traffic volume between two moments in time by allowing experts to select 

two different timing using either measured data from the past or predicted data (model).  

3.4.4.2 Data Preparation 

Data will be based on data for traffic volume map and the application recalculate the difference between two 

states. 

3.4.4.3 Visualisation Description 

This visualisation is based on the HSLayers Line Map. The color of the line (road segment) will represent 

increase (color range of orange color) or decrease (color range of violet color) in traffic volume between two 

selected moments for each road segment. Specific form of visualisation will be discussed in next iterations. 

https://intenzitadopravy.plzen.eu/
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Figure 19: A Mockup based on an application developed in Open Transport Net project 

 

 

3.4.5 Traffic Incidents Map for Pilsen 

3.4.5.1 Visualisation Goal 

Show current (actual) traffic incidents in the city to inform the citizens about possible problems on streets. 

3.4.5.2 Data Preparation 

WMS provided by the  JSDI (The integrated Traffic Information System for the Czech Republic) will be displayed 

together with actual traffic from sensors on corresponding road segments. 

3.4.5.3 Visualisation Description 

Actual incidents will be shown as a layer in the map application with attributes, which will be shown by clicking 

on the icon of incident in the map. This layer will complement the actual traffic volume map and should 

correlate with it. 

The type of icon of incident will be discussed in next iterations. 
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Figure 20: Showing detailed information about a traffic incident 

 

3.4.6 Planned Roadworks Map for Pilsen 

3.4.6.1 Visualisation Goal 

Inform the citizens about the time schedules and extents of actual and planned roadworks in the city in defined 

time range. 

3.4.6.2 Data Preparation 

For the visualisation is important to have regularly updated table of planned and actual roadworks. Each 

roadwork will have information about location, time range and other descriptive information, which will be 

shown like attributes by clicking on the event in map or in the list of roadworks. 

3.4.6.3 Visualisation Description 

Displaying actual and planned roadworks in map application as a layer according to the selected date in the 

calendar. Interactive calendar and timeline with roadworks will be included in map application.  

The type of icon and line color of closure will be discussed in next iterations. 
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Figure 21: Visualising of roadworks in map window and in the list of roadworks 

 

 

 
Figure 22: Timeline of roadworks in Pilsen 
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3.4.7 Traffic Simulation Map for Pilsen 

3.4.7.1 Visualisation Goal 

Simulate the effect/impact (difference in traffic volume) when adding or removing road segment, changing 

traffic attributes (closure time, free flow speed, etc.) on road segments in the Pilsen region. Show the impact 

of roadworks on traffic volume for each road segment. 

3.4.7.2 Data Preparation 

Data for visualization will be calculated by Spark Traffic Modeller based on developed traffic model. According 

to changed configuration of the traffic network or attributes of selected segments, traffic flow will be 

recalculated and the network will be visualized.  

3.4.7.3 Visualisation Description 

Modelled status of the traffic network will be visualized in similar way as Live Traffic Volume Map, road 

segments will be coloured according to the traffic flow, newly added segments or closed segments will be 

displayed with additional map symbol. User can define segment to be closed, draw new segment by hand 

mode, update attributes of selected segments and select time range of the change.  

   

 
Figure 23: Visualisation of traffic closure. The closure of the street will result in congestion of nearby roads 
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3.4.8 Traffic Volume Heatmap for Pilsen 

WebGLayer based heatmap of traffic visualising traffic volume. The heat of the road segment is defined by the 

traffic volume. 

3.4.8.1 Visualisation Goal 

To explore and investigate traffic volume on road segments in time and space to discover patterns, correlations 

and extremities using aggregated data. 
 

3.4.8.2 Visualisation description 

The main user interactions to analyze the traffic data have been defined as follows 

● User can select/deselect which traffic volume data is used (aggregated) by clicking categories on the 

interactive bar chart 

● User can select traffic volume data by clicking on a number of individual road segments on the map 

● User can select a single date/specific dates range to consult traffic intensity on this day/these days 

● User can consult traffic intensity statistics for the selected road segment(s) 

● User can share the current situation of the map, barcharts and traffic statistics through permalink to 

easily communicate information with different stakeholders 

● User can export the current situation of the map, barcharts and traffic statistics into PDF for 

printing/comparison 

 

 
Figure 24: Mockup  of historical traffic intensity data visualisation 

 

3.4.9 Traffic Incidents Heatmap for Pilsen 

WebGLayer based heatmap of traffic incidents, heat of the area is defined by the volume of historical traffic 

incidents. 

3.4.9.1 Visualisation Goal 
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To explore and investigate traffic incidents (traffic accidents and other police records) in time and space to 

discover patterns, correlations and extremities using aggregated data 

 

3.4.9.2 Visualisation description 

Data analysis in the form of heat maps can help identify problematic localities that need to be addressed or 

verify the impact of already implemented measures.  

Epic: By analyzing data on, for example, recurrent traffic offenses, the Municipal Police, in cooperation with 

the city, can identify traffic problems and respond to the site, for example by increasing control activities or 

by modifying traffic signs. 

Students or academics can use the freely available data on this portal to create brand new outcomes or school 

assignments. 

 

In the first pilot cycle of PoliVisu, two prototypes of WebGLayer point maps have been released 

● Traffic accidents v2 - released to public at https://nehodyplzen.innoconnect.net/   

● Criminal offences v2 (PW protected due to data sensitivity), at 

https://innoconnect.kolovsky.com/development/innoconnect-development/plzen-mp/ 

  

 
Figure 25: Traffic incidents heatmap Pilsen 

 

 

  

https://nehodyplzen.innoconnect.net/
https://innoconnect.kolovsky.com/development/innoconnect-development/plzen-mp/
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Requirements for next releases: 

 
● General public can consult selected aggregated data on accidents and minor criminality through a single map 

app  

● User can select/deselect which accidents and criminality data is being used (aggregated) by clicking categories 

on the interactive bar chart or filter checkboxes 

● User can consult the incident details in a map pop-up by clicking on the point in the map 

● User can filter data records displayed on the map according to the type of incident  

● Obtain accident and criminality data from the state police 

● City administration and police can consult aggregated data on accidents and minor criminality through a single 

map app 

 


